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CNG's slogan has always been as 'Clients are our Bosses'. Drawbacks All the records are to be maintain by
manually. Examples Once a user tabs into an applet, further tabs are handled by the applet preventing the
person from tabbing out. Software design sits at the technical kernel of the software engineering process and is
applied regardless of the development paradigm that is used. The proposed system tries to eliminate or reduce
these difficulties up to some extent. It may be defined as a process of applying various techniques and
principles for the purpose of defining a device, a process or a system in sufficient detail to permit its physical
realization. The system provides proper security and reduces the manual work. People within CNG family
abide by this slogan and tries to provide range of professional services that help clients to meet their business
challenges. The existing system has several disadvantages and many more difficulties to work well. The help
information available for the Web page documents how to move focus from the content that is not
accessibility supported to the accessibility-supported content via the keyboard, and the help information can
be accessed via the keyboard. Cng's success is dependent on the quality of our people; hence its human
resources are drawn from various backgrounds after careful screening, and live by the set of shared values of
the company. The instructions precede the non accessibility-supported content. The central repository enables
to track account- level data, fund details, all in-out information and session details. This enables prison
administrator to discharge their duties in an efficient and easy manner. System design goes through two phases
of development: Logical and Physical Design. Design is a creative process. Be sure to document the feature in
an accessible manner within the subset. If the plug-in does not provide a keyboard mechanism to return focus
to the parent window, users who must use the keyboard may become trapped in the plug-in content. A page
that includes content that is not accessibility-supported contains instructions about how to move focus back to
the accessibility-supported content via the keyboard. Government Officials In this module we can make a
report about prisoner in all over india. The Warden also have the same rights to search the prisoner details. If
the author uses a technology that does not allow users to exit the sub-content by default i. The term design is
defined as the process of applying various techniques and principles for the purpose of defining a process or a
system in sufficient detail to permit its physical realization. The system provides the following facilities. To
add OR remove prisoner or police records. Resources No resources available for this technique. However, the
applet is designed so that it returns keyboard focus back to the parent window when the person finishes
tabbing through the tab sequence in the applet. It was difficult for Government officials to view the details of
the criminals all over the india. This problem can be avoided by using one of the following mechanisms to
provide a way for users to escape the subset of the content: Ensuring that the keyboard function for advancing
focus within content commonly the tab key exits the subset of the content after it reaches the final navigation
location. Police Officers Every police have rights to search a prisoner details about. More workload and
mental conflict should be handled while maintaining database 2. Plug-ins are user agents that render content
inside the user agent host window and respond to all user actions that takes place while the plug-in has the
focus. If the technology used in the subset of the content natively provides a "move to parent" keyboard
command, documenting that command before the user enters the plug-in so they know how to get out again. It
also provides Better password management ,server security are implemented to ensure sensitive government
records are protected. Related Techniques. As in the case of any systematic approach, this software too has
undergone the best possible design phase fine tuning all efficiency, performance and accuracy levels.


